TINGSTÄDE KYRKA
II Ladder
from BEACON: a concerto for lever harp, electronics and chamber orchestra (2016)
The ladder as a symbol, utilized since early Irish history and other cultures as well, can easily be related to musical
scales; moving up and/or down by steps is a most obvious relationship. In this movement the musical scales open
up from low to high, transforming along the way. The music, particularly in the Harp, climbs ever higher.
Other references that inform this movement found in Irish history include Jacob’s Ladder, the Benedictine
Ladder of Humility, and the ancient Irish alphabet known as Ogham (pronounced like OH-yam). It is an Early
Medieval alphabet that is mostly comprised of lines and strokes along a horizontal or vertical line, similar in
appearance to runes used by the early Germanic peoples. When carved vertically this form of Ogham is also
known as ladder Ogham.
Performed by: Haley Hewitt, lever harp soloist, Hartford Independent Chamber Orchestra, Dan D’Addio,
conductor
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